date reported: 12/10/17 - SUN at 02:11  report #: 173037
general location: MCNUTT QUAD BACK LOT - On Campus
date occurred from: 12/10/17 - SUN at 02:11
date occurred to: 12/10/17 - SUN at 02:54
incident/offenses: POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA // NARCOTIC/DRUG LAWS - POSSESSION - MARIJUANA
disposition: CLOSED CASE - ARREST
modified date: 12/10/17 - SUN at 05:11

date reported: 12/10/17 - SUN at 14:18  report #: 173039
general location: MUSIC PRACTICE BLDG - On Campus
date occurred from: 12/09/17 - SAT at 18:30
date occurred to: 12/09/17 - SAT at 18:31
incident/offenses: LARCENY-THEFT - THEFT FROM BUILDINGS
disposition: OPEN CASE
modified date: 12/11/17 - MON at 09:08

date reported: 12/10/17 - SUN at 14:33  report #: 173040
general location: EVERMANN APTS. - On Campus - Residential Facility
date occurred from: 12/09/17 - SAT at 10:00
date occurred to: 12/10/17 - SUN at 14:25
incident/offenses: LARCENY-THEFT - THEFT - MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
disposition: OPEN CASE
modified date: 12/11/17 - MON at 09:07

date reported: 12/10/17 - SUN at 15:30  report #: 173041
general location: Global & International Studies - On Campus
date occurred from: 12/06/17 - WED at 15:30
date occurred to: 12/06/17 - WED at 15:49
incident/offenses: LARCENY-THEFT - THEFT FROM BUILDINGS
disposition: OPEN CASE
modified date: 12/11/17 - MON at 09:02

date reported: 12/10/17 - SUN at 19:40  report #: 173042
general location: INDIANA AVENUE/SOUTH OF 10TH STR - Public property
date occurred from: 12/10/17 - SUN at 19:40
date occurred to: 12/10/17 - SUN at 20:14
incident/offenses: POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA // NARCOTIC/DRUG LAWS - POSSESSION - MARIJUANA
disposition: CLOSED CASE - ARREST
modified date: 12/11/17 - MON at 09:00
date reported: 12/10/17 - SUN at 21:28        report #: 173043
general location: HPER - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH - On Campus
date occurred from: 12/10/17 - SUN at 19:15
date occurred to: 12/10/17 - SUN at 21:00
incident/offenses: LARCENY-THEFT - THEFT FROM BUILDINGS
disposition: OPEN CASE
modified date: 12/11/17 - MON at 10:06

date reported: 12/10/17 - SUN at 23:27        report #: 173045
general location: HODGE HALL (BUSINESS BUILDING) - On Campus
date occurred from: 12/08/17 - FRI at 23:00
date occurred to: 12/10/17 - SUN at 23:20
incident/offenses: VANDALISM, MISCHIEF
disposition: OPEN CASE
modified date: 12/11/17 - MON at 08:54